
COMMENT FORM FOR EMRIRB SCREENINGS 

 
The Eeyou Marine Region Impact Review Board (EMRIRB) has a mandate to protect the integrity 

of the ecosystem for the existing and future residents of the Eeyou Marine Region. To assess the 

environmental and socio-economic impacts of the project proposal, the EMRIRB would like to 

hear your concerns, comments, and suggestions about the following project proposal application: 

 

Project Proposal Title:  

                        Testing the Orosirian Carbon Cycle: Long Island Sound, Nunavut 

Proponent: Malcolm Hodgskiss (Stanford University), Margaret Whelan (McGill University) 

Location:    Long Island Sound, Nunavut 

Comments Due By:  March 29, 2019 EMRIRB #: 0004-1519-003 

 

Indicate your concerns about the project proposal below: 
 no concerns                                                              x traditional uses of land 

 water quality                                                            x Cree and/or Inuit harvesting activities 

 terrain                                                                       x community involvement and consultation 

 air quality                                                                 x local development in the area 

x wildlife and their habitat                                           tourism in the area 

 marine mammals and their habitat                            human health issues                  

x birds and their habitat                                                other:____________________________________________ 

 fish and their habitat                                                  __________________________________________________ 

x heritage resources in area                                          __________________________________________________ 

Please describe the concerns indicated above: 

 

1. Traditionally, the trapline members of CH07 avoid Long-Island during most of the 

summer to prevent any disruption to the nesting waterfowl. Prolongated fieldwork all 

over the island would have significant negative effects on the local wildlife. 

2. The research project, as it is described in this document, follows old models of fieldwork 

by southern researchers and universities in the north which do not work towards local 

capacity development and community engagement. The Cree Nation of Chisasibi has 

created a community-based research center, the Chisasibi Eeyou Resource and Research 

Institute (CERRI) to change the way research is conducted on its territory, promoting 

community engagement, youth involvement and science-related capacity building. 

Neither the Cree Nation of Chisasibi nor CERRI were approached previously to the 

EMRIRB screening for community engagement or consultation by the project proponent. 

3. Although to our knowledge there is no archaeological sites recorded on Long-Island, the 

area has been heavily in use by both Cree and Inuit families and chances are there is a 

rich archaeological presence in the area. Geological sampling could have a negative 

impact on unidentified archaeological sites: in the north, archaeological sites commonly 

exist directly on bedrock and in boulder fields. 

 

Do you have any suggestions or recommendations for this project? 

 

1. The four family units that are the traditional occupants of that area should be consulted to 

evaluate the impacts of two months of field work on Long-Island wildlife, specifically the 

nesting waterfowl. Traditionally, the trapline members of CH07 avoid Long-Island 



during most of the summer months to prevent any disruption to the nesting waterfowl. 

We believe prolongated fieldwork all over the island would have significant negative 

effects on the local wildlife. 

2. The project could involve the participation of members of the CH07 trapline, especially 

youth. The research project should benefit community members and local trapline 

members. 

3. The project proponent should inform and get consent from the Tallyman of CH07 as well 

as from the Cree Nation of Chisasibi before making the trip to Long-Island. 

4. The presence of cultural heritage should be assessed where geological sampling is to be 

carried on Long-Island. 

5. An access permit from Makivik to visit the Islands in the EMR/NMR zone is probably 

required (uncertain for the overlap zone) as well as a land use permit from the Ministère 

de l’Énergie et des Ressources Naturelles if they expect to also conduct research on the 

coast. 

6. Previous projects on Long-Island, for which there was no community consultation, had 

negative impacts on the local environment such has garbage and abandoned buildings. 

Impacts such as these are due to a lack of consultation for which we would like to avoid a 

repeat. 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you support the project proposal? Yes    No x    Any additional comments? 
 

The Chisasibi Eeyou Resource and Research Institute is available to answer any questions relevant to the comments 

mentioned in this form. You can address your questions to Vincent Gautier-Doucet at v.gautier-

doucet@hotmail.com or cerri@chisasibi.ca.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of person commenting: Vincent Gautier-

Doucet 

     Location: Chisasibi 

Organization: Chisasibi Eeyou 

Resource and 

Research Institute 

Position: Anthropology Department 

Administrator 
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